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Background 

Divorced mothers in Germany are more likely to be employed than married women. However, a 

large fraction of divorced mothers are relying on transfers. Among the employed, it is only a small 

fraction who earns average earnings. How the gendered division of work and the employment 

interruptions during marriage affects divorced women’s long-term employment and earnings has 

only rarely been investigated. 

 

Objectives 

We study the employment and earnings trajectories of divorced mothers with minor children in 

Germany. The paper explores earnings changes around divorce and investigates how the gender 

division of work and the employment patterns during marriage affects long-term employment and 

earnings of women with children.  

 

Data and methods 

Data comes from the German Statutory Pension Register which provide monthly fertility, marriage, 

employment and earning histories. Around 2,000 mothers who got divorced between 2008 and 2013 

are tracked for five years around divorce in order to assess how the impact of divorce on earnings 

varies by their previous labor force attachment. As a method, fixed-effects panel models are 

employed. 

 

Results 

Preliminary findings suggest that mothers who successfully reenter the labor market at or shortly 

after divorce cannot catch up economically with continuously employed mothers. Two years after 

divorce they have earnings that amount to about 60% of continuously employed mothers’ earnings. 

However, even average earnings of continuously employed women two years after divorce are about 

20% lower than total average earnings in Germany.  

 

Main conclusions 

While divorcing mothers do show overall high employment rates, their absolute earnings level 

remains low. Employment discontinuities can have long-lasting effects, not only at the time of 

divorce but also with respect to the statutory pensions that result from current earnings of these 

women. 
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